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Lorraine M. McDonnell
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Santa Monica, Calif
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Teacher Education, Chicago, Illinois, March 3, 1977.

Preface
This analysis is based on a long-term interest in teacher collective bafgaining,
but it is not the work of an insider to either the nation's teacher organizations ,

or to the higher education-based teacher community. Consequently, the
perspective offered here is that of a neutral observer., biased onlybyatendency,
common to political scientists, to seetmost societal activities as essentially
political and involving the balancing of groupinterests.
The discussion prepresented in this paper draws upon the author's Ph.D.
dissertation and upon research completed under the sponsorship of the Rand
Corporation's Policy Research Center in Educational Finance and Governance,
funded under a contract with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
In the 1960s the National Education Association (NEA) drastically changed its
organizational agenda in response to competition from the AFT and a
challenge from its own urban membership.-Using & combined strategy of
collective bargaining and political'action, the association Concentrated its -

efforts on obtaining better economic and status benefitsforclassroom teachers.
There is no doubt that organized teachers made significant gains over the last
10 years in terms of both increased salaries and greatet influence over
educational policy making. Now in the faCe of declining student enrollment
and decreased financial resources for public education, the NEA faces a new
challenge. It is unclear whether the association and its local affiliates can
continue to deliver the same kind of benefits to their membership as they have
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in the past. Consequently, they may find themselves attempting to substitute
greater teacher control over educational policy for the wage gains the NEA
was able to secure for its members in the past.
This paper is an analysis of both the NEA's priorities and-an assessment of the
association's potential impact on public educational policy over the next five to
10 years. The first section outlines the major changes which have occ...:rred
within the NEA since the mid-1960s and their consequences for other
education-related groups. In the second section, the effect of current NEA
priorities on the higher education-based teacher community are discussed and
an attempt is made to deal with the question ofwhether or not there is a basis
for cooperation between organized teachers and schools of education.

A Changed NEA and Its Effect on School Governance
Established in 1857, the NEA is the oldest and largest of the organizations
which represent the nation's teachers. Its membership now numbers over 1.5
million. With an annual budget of more than $48 million, the NEA is the
wealthiest professional organization in the country. In 1970, the NEA andits
local affiliates enrolled 78.3 percent of the nation's public school teaching
force as members.
During the past 15 years, the NEA has undergone a profound change in its
organizational goals and programs. Previovily, it had portrayed itself as a
professional organization and had condemr. . -ollective bargaining, strikes,
and affiliation with the labor movement. The .5 believed that a consensual
relationship should exist between classroom i--.c..ers and administrators on
the one hand, and the governing bodies pf public ,ducation on the alter. In
keeping with the organization's concept of professional unity, both
administrators and classroom teachers belonged-to the same organization.
Althdugh the majority of the membership was composed of classroom
teachers, most of NEA's leadership positiOns werc traditionally held by those
in either educational administration or higher education.

Ahhough the organization had been pressured in the past by classroom
teachers demanding more of a voice in assodation affairs,''it was not until the
early 1960s that the NEA was actually faced with a set of challenges the
threatened its very survival as the dominant professional group in public
education. In his article on organizational change, James Q. Wilson
hypothesizes that "many organizations will adopt no majo: innovations unless
there is a 'crisian extreme change in conditions for which there is no
adequate, programmed response." For the NEA this crisis was the victory of
the AFT in New York City. Not only did the AFT win the right to bargain
collectively for the teachers of New Vork City, but through the use of a strike
the union was able to obtain higher salaries and betler working conditions for
the teachers. After the success in New York City, the AFT went on to win
representational elections in other major cities. These victories indicated that
at least urban teachers were dissatisfied with the NEA's limited approach to
improving teacher welfare.
In addition to competition from the AFT, the NEA was raced with a second
challenge, internal to its own organizafion. The leaders of urban associations,
affiliated with the NEA and located largely in medium-sized cities and suburbs,
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began to make demands on the association. They felt that the NEA had
neglected the special needs of urban teachers. Yet at the same time, these
urban leaders were committed to the NEA's traditional goal of teacher
professionalism, Consequently, instead of turning en enctisele the AFT with its
mare "bread and butter" concerns, they Aose to stay wtthin the NEA and
press for reform.
The urban associations organized the National Council of Urban Education
Associations (NCLIEA) to operate as a bloc within the NEA. When appeals to
the established leadership were unsuccessful, the NCUEA took its demands
directly to the floor of the NEA's annual conventions. Although it took nearly,
10 years, NEA polides were gradually changed by the voteaof convention
delegates.
By 1971 the urban associations had successfully transformedThe NEA into an
advocacy organization for classroom teachers. Instead of the NENstraditional
concept of professional unity, the confliets of iaterest That exist between
classroom teachers and school administrators were now emphasized. School
boards were seen as natural adversaries, and the NEA actively prombted The .

right of teachers to bargain colleetively and even to strike if necessary. During
the 1960-61 school year there were only three teacher strikes nationwide, but
by the 1970-71 school year the number had grown to 180 nationwide. ,During
the decade over 500 Strikes occurred, and two-thtds of the more than 500,000
teachers who partidpated were members of the NEA twits affiliates. It soon
became dear to many school administrators that the NEA, by its support of
collective bargaining and the right of teachers to strike, had placed itself in an
adversary relationship with them. Consequently, in 1973 members of the
Ami Actin Association of School Administrators voted overwhelminglyto sever
organizational ties with the NEA. Both the elementary and secondary
principals' associations soon voted to follow the same course of action.
Another signEticant change in the NEA has been its heightened emphasis on
political action as a stxategy. Traditionally, the NFA portrayed itself es "above
politics" and argued that it would be unprofeisioral for the association to
become involved in partisan politics. Consequently it confined its lobbying to
the provision of technical information to legislators and never adopted an
"elect our friends and defeat our enemies" strategy as organized labor had. By
1971, The NEA hadreversed its position on involvement in partisan electoral
politics, and in 1974 an estimated $3.5 million was spent by NEAstate political
affiliates on federal, stale, and local election campaigns.s The 1976 election
marked the first time that the NEA has endorsed a presidential ticket in a
national election. But again NEA political activity was focused on more thaa
ust active support of the Carter-Mondale candidacy. With the help of a sieable
political action fund derived from a one dollar a member payroll deduction,
organized teachers assisted congressional, state legislative, and school board
candidates sympathetic to the NEA position.

With these Changes in the NEA's basic strategy has come a significant
transformation of its organizational goals. At all-levelsnational, state, and
localthe NEA has reoriented its priorities away from the articulation of
vague professional goals toward the provision of concretewelfare benefits for
its members.As they relate to the long-term impact of teacher militancy,
however, the economic gains made by organized teachers may be only
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secondary. Rather, the fact that the NEA has finally attempted to put some
"teeth" on the professional goals it havespoused since its founding could be of
much greater importance. Through political action and the collective
bargaining process, the NEA is trying to guarantee professional autonomy for
classroom teachers, the full participation of teachers in the local
implementation of educational programs as well as their right to assist in
determining standards for professional preparation and licensure: In the next
sections wevill examine: (a) the colleCtive bargaining goals of organized
teachers (b) their aims with regard to the political process, and (c) their
overall impact on other education-related gimps, and on school governance
in general.

a. The Collective Bargaining Goals of Organized Teachers

Except for the data eollected by the NEA and published biennially until 1971,
there has been no systematic analysis of teacher contracts to see what types of
educational practice items are actually included and how strong these
provisions are. It is clear, however, that organized teachers have tried to
define scope more broadly than has been done in the private sector where it is
confined to "wages, hours, and working conditions." Part of the problem is, of
course, that this definition is difficult to apply in public education. For example,
is the matter of class size a working condition; or is it a matter of educational
policy and, therefore, the sole prerogative of local boards of education? But
more important than the definitional problem is the whole issue of
professionalism.
In their discussion of public sector scope of bargaining, Prasow and his
colleagues argue that the standards of a profession, such ai teaching, impose
on its members certain imperatives in bargaining and in the employee-
management relationship. These imperatives, then, "encourage a broad
apProach to defining scope of bargaining for the affected groups."' For
teachers, such an approach has meant demands that they be given more of a
voice in educational decisions and more control over the implementation Of

Under the sponsorship of the National Institute of Education and the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education, HEW, the author and a Rand
colleague,' Dr. Anthony Pascal, are now examining a nationwide sample of.
both AFT and NEA contracts to see what types of educational items have been
included in final settlement. Included in our study are provisions relating to
class size; teacher evaluation, promotion, assignment, and transfer
procedures; utilization of paraprofessionals and student interns; as well as
teacher participation in instructional policy making and the design of inservice
programs. After we have analyzed variation in the scope of brergainingl
dependent on school district and teacher organizational dtaract?risticis, we
will begin fieldwork in a number of school districts selected to represent a
range of both district and teacher organizational variables. Dthing this second
phase, we will attempt to determine precisely the extent to which organized
teachers are able to participate in and influence diStrictwide and school-level
decision making. The results of this study will be available in approximately
one year.
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educational programs. Organized teachers argue that as professionals they
are better trained in the specifics of the learning process than are
most policy makers and are, therefore, better equipped to mak* those
decisions which most directly affect the classroom environment. These
demands have obvious economic consequences. Nevertheless, as Prasow
notec, a far greatenzoncern from the employers' point of view is that these
goals represent a fundamental challenge to managerial authority.'

As was noted above, we do not yet have complete dation the Inclusion of
educational practice items in teacher contracts. Ho Weyer, we can obtain a
tentative idea of what teachers are negotiating by examining the data on
teacher contracts gathered by the NEA in the 1966/67, 1968/69, and1970/71
school years.
From an examination of Table 1, it is clear tat the nonsalary and nonfringe
items which are inckided most frequently in final contracts are those which
relate directly to working conditions (e.g., teaching hours, lunch periods, etc.)
and to teacher performance in the classroom (class size, teacher aides, etc.).
Those items most likiely tohe defined is a part of district-level educational
policy (viz., tax/bond progranis, state/federal fund application, and budgetary
item distribution) have been included in only a minority of the total number of
comprehensive agreements negotiated. In addition, as tAe incidence ofteacher
collective bargaining has spread and the number ofcomprehensiveagreements
increased, these distinctly district-level policy items have failed to increase at
the same rate, or in some instances, have actually decreased.
Despite the fact that organized teachers have cheisen not to negotiate over how .
dishict-level decisions are to be made, thr -onective bargaining goals have
had and will continue to have an Impact ..:hool governance. School and
classroom-level items subject to negotiation, such as class size, teacher aides;
and curriculum rniew, have the effect of limiting the flexibility of school
management at all levels from the superintendent tolhe principal. As a math
of an expanded scope, then, management may be more constrained in its
authirity and teacheri may have greater infit..ence over policy decisions at the
school and classroom level. (The effect of a widened scope of bargaining on
school governance will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section.)

!While this discussion is focused particularly on the NEA, conclusions
about collective bargaining and political action goals also apply to the AFT.

'it must be pointed out that there are a number of problems with this data.
For each time period, the NEAt surveyed an school systems with 1,000 or more
students (n =7,122), asking those with collective negotiations for teachers to
respond to a questionnaire and to return a copy of their final agreement for the
designated school year. The responie rate for each time perioddifferedgreatly,
showing a significant increase from 1966/67 to 1970/71. Given the NEA's
research procedures, we can assume that most of the difference in response
rate- is due to the growth of collective bargaining over this periodin 1966/67
far fewer districts had collective negotiations than hadin 1970/71. However,
until we know more about the nature of the response rate bias, the analysis
here can only be preliminary and the conclusions tentative.
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Table 1
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF COMPREHENSIVE AGREEMENTS BY TYPE OF PROVISIONS

(EXCLUDING SALARY AND FRINGE ITEMS) 1966/67. 1968, 69. aryl 1970/71'
(Reprinte-d from Lorraine M. McDonnell, Teacher Collective Bargalulng and

School Governance, The Rand Corptration, Santa Monica. Cali(orlia
December 1976)

item s

1966/67'

A

19613/69'

percent
otTotal .

Agre ements

1970/71'

Number Percent
of of Total
mAgreeents i_lgreernenhi

_, -

Number
of
mureeents

Number
of

oA reemnts

Percent
of Total

Agreements_ _

OF OMPREIIENSIVETOTA1 NI IMBFR C
AGRI.I.Mi.NTS ANAL:12ED 399 100.0 978 - 100.0 1,529 100.0

bisiructinnal Program
Ciirrli ilium review 85 21.8 173 17.7 395 25.8
Teat her qualifit:ations 66 -' 17.0. 271 22.6 470 30.7
'vv. i.i1 educat ion programs 59 15.2 178 13.2 21-.4
fas 111/1111 f11.11'1111, 67 17.2 62 6.3 45 .... 2.9

, Shoe tederal hind application 26 6.7 38 3.9 3.5
fr..: evaluation and application , -- 4 1.0 16 1.6 lfi 1.0
Budge:my item distributinn 58 14.9 19 1.9 43 2.8
1 em tier stAhlilti011 48 12.3 62 6.3 , 106 6.9
Testlionl, sr!I1 0011 olIddistrihution ... 140 36.0 317 32.4 366 23.9
1111,11-frachrr ratty: , las, sis: 222 57.1 577 59.0 888 58.1
!norm thilial aids ' 169 43.4 244 24.9 306 20.0
',et retartal t lyrical assistance 36 9.2 115 , 11.8 0 182 $ 11.9
School calendar or year 252 64.8 '' ._ 441 45.1 897 58.7
Pupil progress repnrts 19 4.9- 69 '7.0 100 6.5

... Extracurricular activities 131 33.7 209 21.4 292 19.1
Parentdericher conference 94 24.2 200 20.4 466 30.5
Integration 116 29.8 19 1.9 60 3.9
Teacher aides -73 18.8 285 29.1 284 32.0-

'Persnnnel Pnlicies and Practices -
.

Individual contracts 184 47.3 108 11.0 364 23.8
Teaching hours ni- day 194 51.2 513 52.5 819 53.6
Teaching loadrAass'schedule 192 49.4 429 50.3 654 42.8
Subject area assignment 242 62.2 517 52.9 695 45.5
Special education assignment 43 11.0 269 27.5 354 23.2
Hnurs heiore and after dass 153 39.3 425 43.4 606 39.6
Drity.dree planning periods 21.1 . 54.2 509 52.0 805 52.7
Duty.dree lunch period (elementary) 237 60.9 584 59.7 884 57,8
Dutv-free lun'ch period (secnndary) 222 57.1 575. 58.8 852 55.7
Nomclassroom service duties 187 48.1 421 43.0 617 40.4
Promotions 242 62.2 463 47.3 703 46.0
Prrifessional growth /Inservice-training 112 28.8 513 52.5 754 49,3

_

Regular teaching meetings 131 33.7 373 38.1 720 47.1
Transfers 261 ,, 67.1 558 57.1 886 57.9 .

Dismissal andr.hignatiOn -, 114 . 29.3 157 16.1 35$ 23.4
Grievance procedure 347 89.2 889 90.9 1.362 89.1
Binding arbitration 130 33.4 398 40.7 ,' 672 44.0

ethics 133 34.2 298 30.5 346 22.6
Teacher reprimand 157 40.4 342 _--- 35.0 521 34.1
Teacher protection 'pupil discipline 230 59.1 589 . 60.2 824 53.9
Personnel file . 173 44.5 575 58.8 749 49.0
Dansaged 'stolen property reimbursements .. 133 34.2 238 24.3 307 20.1
Teacher evaluation prncedures 241 62.0 595 60.8 . 884 57.8.
Teacher facilities 212 64.5 506 51.7 690 45.1
Suhstitute teachers . 57 14.6 442 .. 45.2 580 37.9

'Denote those items whnS'e inclusion in final agreements increased at a rate equal to or faster than the growth in the total number nf comprehensive
agreements (i.e.. 293.1%)._

Source: "Trends in Nemitiahle items for Teachers."Notional Education Association Negotiation Research Digest. Vol. 6,'No, 3. November 1972,
pp. 13.11.

'Of the 1.540 classroom teacher agreements analyzed. 398 (25.8%) were comprehensive. "What's Being Negotiaticl."Notionol EdUcation
Associatian Negotiation Research Digest. 1/n). I. Nn. 6, Fe...) uary .1968. p. B-1.

'Of ihe 2.605 classroom i'elwher agreements analyzed. 978 (37.5%) were comprehensive. These cnmprehensive agreements covered 43.5%
1420.1191of all teachers mpioved in schmil system with negntiated agreeinents. "What are Teacher Negotiating?"Notinnol Equcatinn Association
Neglitiation Research Digest. Viii. 3. No.. 6. Feb. 1970. p. 15.

'Of the 3.522 ciassroom teat tier agreements analyzed, 1529 (43.4%) were-i-nmprehensive. These comprehensive agreementi covered 53.5%
1654.9221.1 all teachers represwrited in school system with negotiatinn agreements. "What Are Teachers Negotiating?" Notional Education Associutian
Negatia . i . .. Research Digest. VA, 5, Noventlin 1971. p. 20.

'Calculated by the author from NEA data..
6

Percent
Increase
1966 67-
1970 71'

, 293.1

364.7'
6121'
454.2'
-32.8
107.6
275.0
-25.9
120.8
161.4
300.0'
81.1

405.6'
256.0
426.3
123.0
395.7'
48.2
569.9'

97.9
322.2
240.6
187.2

- 723.2'
296.1
281.5
273.0
283.8
2:1,0

0.5
573.2'
449.9'
239.5
214.0
293.0'
41 6.9' ,
160.2
231.8
258.3
332.9'
130.8
26614

.225.5
917.6



Although it is only an assumption at this point, our preliminary analysis and
the conclusions otothers who have studied teacher collective bargaining
indicate that there is a stage process involved. When a teacher organization
begins to bargain collectively in a local school district, its first concern is with
economic issues. Once the bargaining relationship matures wid a number of
initial gains are made, the teacher ozganization will then go beyond wages and
benefits and begin to bargain on items traditionally considered to be related to
educational policy.' .

Before moving on tcia discussion of organized teachers and political action,
two other points should be made about the determinants of collective
bargaining outcomes. First of all, from our preliminary analysis it appeart that
such variables as teaCher oroanization strength (e.g., proportion of thftotal
teaching force enrolled as members, ability to compete with a rival
organization, and willingness to Strike); school district characteristica (e.g.,
district wealth, elected as opposed to an appointed school board, amount of
L EA expertise in bargaining, etc.); and area amenability to organized labor are
more important in determining scope of bargaining than are state provisions .

regulating public employee collective bargaining. For 'example, the states with
the broadest scope of bargaining (Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New York, Ohio, and Wisconsin) differ in their statutory provisions,
but in all these states theNEA and the AFT are strong, militant, and '
competitive with each other./ In addition, the concept of collective bargaining
for teachers gained early acceptance in these states, partly because they are
states in which organized labor has traditionally been strong.

Secondly, it has been argued that given the present enrollment decline and
financial problems faced by local.districts, school boards will be more willing
to concede to teacher organizations on issues of governaoce (i.e., educational
policy issues) in orler to conserve scarce resources. In other words, there will
be some kind of tradeoff between increased monetary benefits and greater
control over &sole and school-level decision making. Again, this is only an
assumption and it is still too early to determine whether such'a trend will
develop. What is hnportant, however, is that teacherparticipation in
educational policy is a collective bargaining goal of teacher organizations
independent of current constraints on their ability to obtain greater economic
benefits for their members.

--fr.Organized Teachers and the Political Process

Both the NEA and the AFT turned to political action because they realized
there are real limits on what can be gained through the collective bargaining
process alone. Not only are more resources available at higher levels of
government, but by going outside the traditional board of education/teacher
organization relationship, organized teachers believe they have a better
chance of accomplishing their aims.
The first goal of political action by teachers isto insure that they achieve more
of their demands yip I vis the collective bargaining process. At the same time,
however, both the AFT and the NEA realize that in some instances it is mare
efficient to lobby the state and federal governments. For example, instead of
figgting with each Local Education Agency (LEA) for the right to 1-argain
collectively, the teacher organizations are working for the passage of state and
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federal laws mandating collective bargaining for teachers. This dirategy is a
much more effective use of their organizational resources. In addition, both .

groups realize that, given the present inability of local jurisdictions to provide
for all of the costs of poblic education; demands muit be made on the state and
federal governments to assume a greater responsibility for finandng public
education. Iri a sense, the AFT and the NEA are attempting to level-up' the
locus of educational decision making to higher levels of government.
It is still too soon to assess systematically the impact of the teacher
organizations foray into politics. The NEA did not commit itself to a program
of political action until 1971, and the AFT, until recently, did not act
independently of the AFL-CIO political action arm, COPE. Consequently, it is
too earls; to deterinine just how successful they have been in influencing the
passage of legislation designed to supplement and facflitaie collective
bargaining settlements. At the national level, the NEA has been successful at
least In the short run. A majority of the candidates it supported in 1974 were
elected-229 out of 282 NEA-endorsed candidates running for the House of
Representatives and 21 of the 28 who were supported in their races for the
Senate.
While these legislators may besympathetic to organized teachers, there is no
guarantee that they will always be willing o support the demands of the AFT
and the NEA. For example, most analysts tydieve that the recent passage in
California of a bill mandating collective btargdning for teachers was due to the
efforts of the AFT and the NEA in the 1974 election.' At the same time,
however, the governor and the state legislature ue been unwilling to
appropriate the additional state ald for schools that the teacher organizations
have requested.
Teacher organizationsiOsome areas have also been successful in electing
candidates to local school boards support theaiMs of organized teachers.
Again,.this is a relatively new practice and the consequences of these electoral
alliances are still unknown. Nevertheless, such arrangements have the
potential to create not only serious conflicts of interest, but also a further
blurring of the line between management and employee organizations.

Inthe next section, we win outline the effectsboth present and futureof
teacher collective bargaining and political action on education policy-making
and on the client and professional groups involved in public education.

c. Organized Teachers and School Governance

Along with the demands of various client groups for equal educational
opporttwv, t.41?fivities of organized teachers have contilbuted greatly to the
increase,,i, politicization of educational policy making over the last 10 years.
The new ,..;,)aas and 5trategies that both the NEA and AFT have deèded to
pursue car: aker the kinds of policies that are enacted, the level of g vernment

0

Over $550,000 was speigt in 1974 in state-wide elections by the litical
action arm of the California Teachers Association.' In fact, the AFT and the
NEA spent more money in the 1974 California election than/any other interest
group and were second only to the total spent by the entire oil industry in that
state.'
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at which major decisions in this area are made, and the relative balance of
power among the various actors involved in public education in the United
States. In this section, we will first examine how the activities of organized
teachers.have impacted on the various levels of government and then how they
have affected their other education-related groups.
The full impact of teacher collective bargaining on staie and fedetial program
priorities.AS yet to come. In implementing their programs at the load level,
federal and state officials traditionrily had only to deal with local school
administrators. Now many state and federal program mandates are affectedby
the collective bargaining pocess. Past evaluations have recognized that
whether or not an educational innovation is actually implemented at the
classroom level is dependent on the behavior of individual teachers.
Nevertheless, if the formal authority ofclassroom teachers is expanded as a
result of collective bargaining gains, federal administrators will have yet
another factor to include in their implementation strategies. For example, the
decisions of organized teachers may determine what types of federally-funded
innovative programs are tried within a given district, what priority they are
given during the implementation process, and whether or not they are
Incorporated into the district's program once federal funding stops.

One could argue that if the leaders of a local teachers' organization support a
particular federal program, other teachers ira the district will resp.sct their
colleagues' judgment hnd thus be more any. .ble to implementing the
program in their own classtomps. In other wo:ds, the effective delivery of
federal and state programs can be facilitated by the leadership of a local
teacher organizationby persons who are closer to classroom teachers than
are district administrators. Such an argument, though, would only be an
assumption at this point:How the expanded scope of bargaining in public
education will affect the sticcess of federal program implementation is an issue
which needs to be explored.
We do knotv, however, that more and more federal mandates are becoming
the subject of collective bargaining. For example, the mainstreaming
requirement of the Edtication for All Handicapped Act (PL 94-142) has meant
demands for smaller class sizeT3r aUréigitlirdkkonie to make handicapped
students count more in determining pupil/studerkatios than other students,
-as well as deniands for the provision of more inservice training to teachers.The
mandate of the Emergency School Aid Act, stating that districts must have
integrated teaching staffs as a condition for funding, hes led to the negotiation
of more complicated involuntary transfer policies. Finally, teacher contracts
limiting the duties teachers can be required to perform have made it more
expensive for LEAs to apply for federal and state funding. Many federal and
state program applications require teacher input: yet because teachers cannot
be asked to stay ifter school hours to write these applications, districts must
spend additional money to pay for the necessary teacher release time. These
examples illustrate that federal and state government can expect to see it's
policies shaped, not just by the lobbying activities of organized teachers and by
their participation on professional regulatory bodies, but also by the collective
bargaining demands of local teacher organizations.

Perhaps the most immediate impact of organized teachers is being felt by local
boards of education. As the NEA changed its.goals and strategies over the last
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decades, it also began to strengthen RS local associations and, in 1970,
established what is called the UniServ programs. The goal of this program is
to provide one staff person in the field for every 1,200 teachers. If a !odd\
association does not have 1,200 members, it can join with other local
associations until the proper membership level is reached. The NEA pays a
portion of each staff member's salary, with tile state and local associations
contributing the remainder. Staff members are trained in negttiation and
grievance procedures, business management, political adion, public relations,
and the efficient use of state and NEA resources and economic services.During
the first three years of the program's existence, over 500 local assodations
throughout the country had decided to participate. Oneof the most important
effects of UniServ has-been to create in many areas a disparity between the
local school board and the teachers' organization in overall bargaining
effectiveness. The local NEA affiliate not only has the expertise of a permanent
staff member trained in collective bargaining procedures, but it can also call
upon the state and national organization for additional assistance and even
for substantial funding in the event of a crisis. School boarda, on the other
hand, often rely exclusively on their own resources and negotiate using their
own staff without employing any professional labor relations experts.
In many areas, not only do school boards have fewer resources than the local .
teacher organization, but they are also subject to bypass strategies which the
teaCher organization Peisuades the mayor or other municipal and state
officials to use to intervene in the collective bargaining process in order to
effect abetter settlement. This tactic has led, in some areas, to proposals.for
city or countywide offices of collective bargaining which would negotiate
confracts for all public employees wc,rking in a particular jurisdiction. The
establishment of such an agency would probably weaken school board control
over personnel policy. Also, as teacher organizations target more and more of
their pblitical activity to the state and lederal levels in the hopes of
."leveling-up" control over aspects of Collective bargaining and school finance,
the responsibilities and autonomy of local school boards will be further
weakened.
These changes in the distribution of influence within educational policy-making
bodies is, of course, impacting on other actors and groups involved in the
process. One group to be particularly affected are midrank school
administrators,6especially school principals, Are they to be considered part of
-the "management team" or is their basic community of interest on the side of
classroom teachers? Traditionally, most principals have thought of themselves.
as part of management and have been opposed to being included in any type of
collective bargaining arrangement. But as teacher collective bargaining has
become more widespread, many principals have begun to reevaluate this
position. This is particularly true in large urban districts where the individual
principal is far from the top district administrators who actually make the
policy decisions which the principal must implement at the school level. ManV
principals ,4leso feel that their leadership position within the school has eroded
as teactrer organizations have gained more control over educational decision
making.
The response of some principals has been to establish union-like organizatiOns
of their own. The case of San Francisco principals who formed an organization
affiliated with the Teamsters Union is perhaps the most extreme example of
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this response. Most principals have not chosen such an alternative though.
Yet if they are to preverve their self-interest as well as their morale and
effectiveness, school administrators must find a way to counterpoise the
demands of organized teachers for scarce district resources and for authority
over educational policy making.

Another group which has recently felt that its interests are threatened by
teacher collective bargaining is the general public and parents, in particular
Parent and taxpayer groups have become increasingly concerned not just w.
the cost of public education but also with teacher productivity and the
effectiveness of the learning process. Yet as Charles Cheng argues,

. . . enlargement of the scope of bargaining pulls more and more educational
policy decisions into the collective bargaining arena, (and) parents and
communities are pushed further than ever from the educational power
structure.'
PTAs and other community-based groups have now begun to try toincorporate
community input into the collective bargaining process. These advocates of
greater citizen participation argue that formal negotiations should be open to
public observation and even some form of tripartite bargaining (with a public
representative induded) should be considered." Some jurisdictions have
already begun to make the negotiating process more public. For example, a
new labor relations law in Florida has a "sunshine" provision which opens the
collective bargaining process to the public." In other areas, voters have used
the referenda system to articulate their concerns aboL4 public employee
collective bargaining.
In addition to the clients of public education and those most directly involved,
in delivering services to students, the institutions devoted to teacher
preparation have also been affected by the changed goals of organized
teachers. In its efforts to achieve greater status for the dassroom teacher, the
NEA has begun to infringe on what has traditionally been the sole prerogative
of education schoolsthe setting of standards for teacher preparation and
accreditation. Adopting the concept that r profession is self-regulating, the
NEA is advocating the full participation of teachers in the establishment of
professional standards. Concretely, such a position has led to demands that
teachers constitute a majority on state licensure commissions, be induded on
advisory committees setting curricubmi policy for individual schools of
education and, at the district level, be involved in the design of inservice and
professional development programs.
In the next section, we will discuss in detail how these demands are affecting
schools of education and why appa-Int conflicts of interest have developed
between the two groups.
Before concluding this general discussion of organized teachers and school
governance, one additional point should be made. To indicate that organized

'In early 1975, there were about 1,015 public school administrator unions,
of which 998 were located in only eight states (Connecticut, New Jersey,
Washington, New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio)."
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teachers are now affecting the content of educational policy decisions is not to
argue that such a change is necessarily bad. In fact, there is evidence to
suggest that such a change may allow for more effective implementation of
innovative programs and, hence, an improvement in classroom instruction.
Recent research on federally-funded innovative educational programs found
that teacher morale and teacher willingness to expend extra effort were
important determinants of program success." A similar study which focused
on reading achievement concluded, "In general, the more active was the role
of teachers in implementing the reading program, the more reading
achievement improved." To the extent that teachers are granted autonomy in
their own classrooms and a voii:e in how the learning process is structured,
they can positively affect the quality Of instruction.

What is important to consider, however, is that organized teachers, because of
the kinds of demands they are making and by their superior numbers and
resources, may be excluding other groups affected by public education from
the policy process. It is clear that in making evaluations about educational
policies, organized teachers are not solely guided by the professional criterion
of student learning effectiveness (i.e., the acquisition of basic skills by
students). They also have self-interests which may, at times, come into conflict
with the public interest as it relates to education. Public education is cne of
those areas in which the so-called "public interest" is difficult, ituot
impossible, to define. t it is clear that the needs and desires of other groups
besides teachers must be considered.

The NEA and Schools of Education
Like the teaching profession itself, the nation's schools of educaticaa are
experiencing a time of uncertz:nty. Since the late 1960s, there hio.; been a
surplus of trained teachers which has steadily worsened over time. Some
economists have predicted that the current surplus will soon peak and
gradually decline, ending in the early to mid-1980s. This period will then be
followed by a time of teacher shortage. In any event, analysts predict
continuing imbalances (shortages or surpluses in the market for teachers."

The current oversupply of teachers has obviously influenCed the NEA's
strategies and goals. Because of the depressed market for teachers and the
financial constraints under which most school districts are operating, the
reisociation may have to substitute the acquisition ofatatus benefits for the
cnnomic gains it previously secured for its membership. At the same time,
however, it is important to realize that the NEA would pursue so-called
professional goals regardless of present conditions in education. In addition, it
is our belief that the association will continue to pursue these goals even if the
predicted teacher shortage occurs in the 1980s. The NEA is firmly committed
to improving the professional status of its members, and such a policy implies
th, 11 incorporation of classroom teachers into all aspects of professional
dection making.
It is important to view current efforts of the NEA in their historical and
philosophical context. While their demands are not directed against schools of
education per se, it is reasonable to assume that the NEA's behavior is parily a
reaction to the way they believe these institutions have traditionally regarded
the role of classroom teachers. Schools of edueation are often perceived by
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classroom teachers as being more responsive to the needs of school
administrato than to those of teachers.
Schools of education c.b..rie into their own at the turn of the century, once they
were able to convince ine academic community and local elites t at they could
impart expert knowlAge to future school administrators." Refosm at that time
was defined by schools of education in terms of the establishment of school
management as a "learned profession," no: as the preparation of better-
trained teachers.

In some ways this secondary role for teacher training continues even toriPly.
When classroom teachers look at national rankings of schools of educak.on,
they may notice a very interesting situation. Those schools which are ranked
highest naJonally have either no teacher training component or retain it as a
low priorfty program. The "prestige" institutions are primarily schools of
applied social science, designed to train educational researchers and
admin:strators. Granted the vast majority of the 1,200colleges and universities
engaged in teacher preparation do not have such a focus. Yet as long as
teacher training is absent or peripheral in these prestige institutions, one is
likely to conclude that teacher training contributes little or nothing to the
quality of an education school. With this dominant focus on th. training of
administrators and researchers, it might also be assumed that schools of
education have decided educational reform and innovation can best be
instituted from the top down or from the outside in by either school
administrators or academic researchers. By emPhasizing school
administration and educational research and by awarding status to their peers
engaged in such endeavors, education school faculties have (perhaps
unwittingly) made teachers feel like second-class citizens in the educational
enterprise.
Organized teachers are also critical of education schools and other academic
institutions engaged in educational research for another reason. Not only do
teachers see a gap between research findings and their practical applicadon,
but much of this research is irrelevant to them. Often it is direcied solely to
educational policy makers and school administrators or, if it deals with actual
claisroom practice, involves the application of a "canned technology" without
regard for local needs and problems. Consequently, policy makers at all levels
have found themselves responsible for programs whose implementation stops
at the classroom door. The NEA recognizes this gap between research and
practice as an issue and has, therefore, identified the following as one of its
organizational goals:

To stimulate educational research that is responsive to the problems aclassroom
practitioners."

The present policies of the NEA must be viewed as more than just the teachers'
associations flesing their newly-found organizational muscle. There are
historical anut practical reasons why classroom teachers have been dissatisfied
with the performance of the nation's schools of education. Now they intend to
make these institutions more responsive to their needs. Consequently, with
regard to teacher preparation, licensing, and inservice/professional
development, schools of education must be prepared at least to shareauthority
and responsibility with organized teachers.
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Teacher Preparation and Accreditation

In this area, the NEA's basic purpose is to guarantee classroom teacher
participation in decisions regarding the content sf teacher training programs
and standards for accreditation. To this end, the associadon presently has
equal representation with AACTE on the National Council for Accreditation Of
Teacher Education. The NEA is also lobbying for the establishment of state
Commissions on Teacher Stan 'Irds and Licensure. These bodies would set
standards for all teacher preparation institutions within a given state, develop
liCensing criteria, and generally, monitor professional ethics and performance.
The NEA model for such an agency calls for a majority of its members to be
classroom teachers.
California and Oregon have already established such commissions and the
experience of the California commission may be indicative of what other states
might expect in the future. The commission consists of 10 members, four of
whom are presently classroom teachers, two are local school administrators,
and four are from higher education. The four college professors must each
represent different fields so only one is involved directly In teacher education.
There is no question that with the establishment of the commission classroom
teacher participation in defining criteria for adequate teacher preparation has
greatly increased. Each institution engaged in teacher training in California
must demonstrate that it has developed a mechanism to involve classroom
teachers in the design of teacher preparation programs. This mandate has
usually been met by the -advisory councils in each school of education.
Some issues that have co. . oefore the commission reflect conflicts of interest
between classroom teachers and teacher training institutions. For example,
organized teachers argued that the commission, In creafing a new credential
for special education teachers, should give credit for experience to teachers
already working in the field.T;:e education schools, on the other hand, wanted
only course work to be used as a criterion for credentialing. Other disputes
have revolved around the present commission requirement that local teacher
organizations must approve the employment of student interns in their district's
schools. The teachers would also like to see more clinical experience required
as a condition for obtaining a teaching credential.
In Most of these disputes the classroom teacher position has prevailed, though
not in all instances. For example, the requirement that teacher organizations
have to sign-off on student intern programs is now being reconsidered by the
commission, and it is likely that the power of organized teachers in this area
will be significantly reduced. Even if the schools of education are not able to
wield equal influence on such commissions with organized teachers, an
argument can be made that they are better off under this system than under a
more politicized, less professional one.
On the whole, state NEA affiliates are larger, have a more strategically-placed
membership, and greater finandal resources for political action than do most
schools of education. Therefore, it seems logical to assume that without such
commissions organized teachers would attempt to have many of their
demands met by state legislatures. If the kinds of teacher preparation and
accreditation requirements now being established by the California
Commission were enacted as laws by the state legislature, they would be less
flexible and much harder to modify over time. Those involved with the work of
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the commission believe that both the classroom teachers and the schools of
educaton recognize the advantage of h-Aving these issues dedded by a less
political, more professionally-oriented body. In fact, many observers havebeen
surprised at the reluctance Of the Califoznia Teachers Association (CTA) to
bypass the commission and go directt to the legislature in the event of an

.

unffworable ruling. Both the CTA and the education schools have been
unwuk..ng to take action which might weaken the commission. In addition, the
education schools (particularly those affiliated with thestateuniversitYsystem)
have found their visibility heightened as the result of the state-wide forum
provided by the comMission. Cansequently, their influence within their Own
colleges and universities has been strengthened. )

There is no question that the establishment of State Commissions on Teacher
Standards and Licensure couild bring about major changes in the way

.

standards for curriculum and accreditation are determined. Nevertheless,
given the increasing political power of teachers, such commissions may be the
most professional and equitable way te jalance the interests of classroom
teachers with those of educatien schools.

Inservice Teachfrr Education and Professional Development

The goal of or nizrA teachers with regard to inservice and professional
development ctivites has been two fold:

1. To nake the content more relevant to the day-to-day experiences and
proElerns Of classroom teachers, and

2. To ansforin control over teacher inservice from the exclusive
Juridictlon of higher education institutions to a more collaborative

cture involving, in additiorito schools of education, teacher
or anizations, and local school districts."

Classroom teachers argue that thecontent of traditional professional,
development prOgrams has been weak for two reasons. First Of all, most of the
professional deVehopment courses offeredby scheols of education are intended
to'hélp teichers Move out of ti:ie classroom by training theM to become
counselors, school librarians, and eventually, administrators. However, many
teachers want to take courses which will help them improve classroom skills
relevant to their present,assignment. Secondly, teachers believe that this
job-related training should include more than just the informational
components of staff development, such as workshops, courses, and

.

conferences. It should also include operational components, emphasizing'
on-site or in-classroom observation and follow-up.
The demand that Organized leachers be granted more influence over the design
and management of inservictacthrities stems-from their disenchantment with
the way such activities are usually structured. They feel that inservice needs
and program format should be jointly determined by the teachers' .

organization, the LEA, and schools of education. In addition, organized
leachers Want schools of education to be willing to provide inservice at school
sites. Any movement towards greater field-based teacher training would, of
course, mean that schools of education would have to change the way they
have traditionally delivered services.
Tcrachieve their goals as they relate to teacher preparation and accreditation,
the NEA has had to lobby primarily at the state level. On the other hand, in
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order to change the content and involve teachers in the design of professional
development activities, the NEA and its afr tes are working a all three levels
of government. At the federal level, orga' ...ed teachers successfully lobbied
Congress last year to establish teacher centers for the inservicing og classroom
teachers an'd the formulation of new Curricula. Instead of being controlled by
schools of education, these centers will be run as pi oject grants to local school
districts and will be operated under the supervisicn of a policy board, the
majority of whose members are clasiroom teachers. Only 10 percent of the
available funds will be allocated directly to schools of education or other
institutions of higher learning; and while colleges and universities may run
these centers under contract to local districts, ultimate control over center
policy will be in the hands of classroom teachers. In some states, legislation is
now being introduced to provide supplemental funds far staff development.
These state funds would be consolidated with federal Teacher Center resources
and administered on the same basis.
At the local level, some teacher organizations are negotiafing over inservice/
professional deedelopment items. Provisions in this area include the
establishment of a district fund to finance teacher development of curriculum
projects, the inclusion of teachers in the design of district inservice programs,
and even the introduction ofnew inservice programs to be conducted by the-teacher organization itself.
The attitudes of many school administrators'and education school faculties
make a reorganization of professiOnal development programs very difficult to
accept. As one local superintendent stated, teachers have traditionally been
viewed by these groups as ". . . just routine people, doing a routine job.' Yet
more than the growing political power of teachers should motivate these
groups to begin to redefine the content and structure of professional
development programs. there is increasing evidence, based-on studies of
successful local district progeani implementation, to indicate the importanceof

-directly invo:ving teachers in the design of inservice programs which:

stress the professionalism of teachers and their responsibility for ,

solving classroom-related problems;
provide them discretiOnary funds with which to solve these problems;
allow joint teacher/administrator governance in determinationof staff
development needs and activities; and
make no attempt tO offer a standardized district program, but rather
encourage small group.efforts tailored to school site needs."

In other words, a very persuasive argument can be made that greate; teacher
participation and more school-siteinaervice programs will contribute to more
effective program implementation and an improved classroom r.i.arning
process. Therefore, in responding positively to the demands olor smnized
teachers, local district administrators and schoo"-.; of educatiot, - he assured
that they are doing more than just aeting in a politically expi. manner.

Conclusions
lit demanding greater professional status benefits for classroom teachers, the
nation's teacher organizations are seeking to complement the economic gains
achieved by their members over the Past decade. While the NEA may be more
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professionally oriented than the AFT and have its disagreements with the
union, both organizations are strongly committed to-improving the status of
classroom teachers. In addition, they are in essential agreement on the types
of strategies to pursue in order to achieve this goal.
To some extent, s...!clining student Enrollment and decreased financial
resources have forced organized teachers to substitute greater teacher control
oVer educational policy for the wage gains of the past. Yet it is quiteclear that
the NEA would pursue professional goals regardless of present economic

. conditions and that they will continue to pursue these aims even if the present
teacher surplus were to disappear. In fact, the NEA has not viewed stiffer
preparation and licensing standards as a ,:f.I.Articularly effective way to deal with
the present teacher surplus and have concentrated instead on attacking the
problem from the demand side with attempts to reduce class size.
Consequently, it is not short-term employment and financial prospects-which
have prompted current NEA and AFT demands.ltather, it is the belief of
classroom teachers that they should have autonoms; in their classrooms and a
vol :ein how the learning process is structured.
Although the nation's schools of education may feel that they have lost their
preeminent position in the area of teacher preparation and inservice, they need
not view thse developments with a/11:al. If schools of educe ion can accept a
partnership with organized teachers, neither the interests nor the professional
standards of the higher education-based teacher communit0 need to be
compromised.
Organized teachers need sch Is of education. In designing new curriculum
and inservice programs, they need the expert assistance that education school
faculties can provide. Consequently, schools of education can continue to
provide the same basic kinds of services as they have in the past. However,
they will have to reorient their focus. Courses will have to be designed with
teacher input; faculty will have to be willing to leave their traditional podiums
for school sites; am& above all, there will Lave to be a demonstrated belief that
effective innovation is possible from the bottom up.
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